LINDA SZTANKO

Storyteller

A BORN

"Linda will inspire, have you laughing, and wanting more."
"Linda is as authentic as they come!"
"Linda does a fantastic job connecting with the audience."
"Linda gets the message delivered."

SPEAKING TOPICS
CHANGE & TRANSFORMATION
SELF-REVOLUTION
JOYFUL LIVING

From Factory Worker to Faith Leader
It was only after dealing with an auto-immune disorder that landed Linda in bed for 12+ years, "releasing"
cancer, moving away from a difficult first marriage and the threat of losing her livelihood with the decline of
the auto industry, that Linda realized she needed to make a change. After 30 years in the auto-sector, she
took a risk and retired.
Incredibly shy, with no business background and little self-esteem, Linda had no idea where this path would
take her. The words anxiety and overwhelm became her constant companions and she was at times
immobilized with fear. Having a strong faith, but never a "faith walk" she found herself seeking solace on a
regular basis. When fear crept in, she put her hands together in prayer and completely changed her life.
In her highly sought after keynotes, workshops and programs, Linda shares her story, insights and learned
lessons to inspire others to never give up the fight for the life you were meant to live and want to love.

Linda's Scope Includes:
Event Speaking
Workshops & Seminars
Online Training
Coaching & Mentoring

BOOK LINDA TO SPEAK
905. 359.3204
linda@lindasztanko.com
www.lindasztanko.com

Ordained Minister

Christian Coach & Mentor . Ordained Minister . Speaker . Trainer . Podcast Host . Author

GENUINE - CANDID - FUN

Linda captures you and keeps you engaged with her "tell it like it is" style!
Linda is positively CHARISMATIC
She leave a lasting POSITIVE change
Linda is a BRILLIANT speaker
Her personality is truly DYNAMIC
Linda really CONNECTS with an audience

Oh, give thanks to the LORD; call upon his
name; make known his deeds among the peoples!
~ 1 Chronicles 16:8

MOST REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS

TRIUMPH OVER CHALLENGE

There is no doubt that storms will come into your
life.and shake the very foundation on which you stand.
Through Linda's personal story, you will learn how to
lean into the fear, find your courage and discover the
deep well of strength inside you to rise up, meet the
challenge and WIN!

THE SELF-REVOLUTION EXPERIENCE
Are you speaking your truth? Linda delivers a powerful
message to uncovering your core self-identity. She
offers insight and inspires action for the audience to dig
deep, expand their identity and discover their voice to
express who they are and what they stand for - without
the worry of what other people think.

RECHARGE YOUR JOY
Even the most positive of people, from time to time, will
be shocked with the realization how much negativity
has crept up into their life. Like a secret, it slowly.affects
everything around you - your language, your thoughts,
your relationships, often without even knowing its
happening.
What if you could create a Personal Manual for Joy?
Linda shares with you her strategies for breaking
through the chaos of negative thought patterns and
how to create a roadmap to recharge your joy to live a
life happy and fulfilled.
Linda can customize Seminars, Workshops and Keynote
presentations relevant to your audience's wants and needs.
Your attendees will leave with value and actionable takeaways to immediately transform and manage their lives.

BOOK LINDA TO SPEAK
905. 359.3204
linda@lindasztanko.com
www.lindasztanko.com

